Stages of Business
How to help them grow,
and why some don’t grow.
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Characteristics of Each Stage
u

Stage 1 —
$.5 to $5 million in annual revenue

u

u Energy and creativity

u Customers and competition force

change in the organization

u Organic growth

u Organization continues to realign;

u Processes and procedures just evolve

stronger internal talent requirements

u Limited profitability analysis

u

Stage 2 —
$5 to $25 million in annual revenue
u Processes need to be streamlined and

stabilized
u Initial organizational realignment

may be required
u Information access is improved

through better reporting

Stage 3 —
$25 to $100 million in annual revenue

u Continuous improvements
u Performance metrics improving

u

Stage 4 —
$100 million+ in annual revenue
u Business transformation takes place
u

New applications

u

New processes

u

New organization

u

New performance metrics

Elements that Facilitate Growth

People

Processes
Growth
Agents

Technology

Infrastructure

What is a Second Stage Comopany?
“On the plus side, second-stagers have a proven
product or service under their belts and have
attracted initial customers, so survival is no longer a
daily concern. Yet as they strive to gain a stronger
foothold in the market and win more customers,
second-stagers now face more strategic issues, such
as building infrastructure to scale, honing their
competitive edge and expanding into new markets.”
Dino Signore, PhD
Manager of Entrepreneurial Education
Edward Lowe Foundation

Not all entrepreneurs are alike:
The 4 phases of second stage
Edward Lowe Foundation
u

Overwhelmed
u Second-stagers no longer worry about survival on a daily basis like they

did during startups days. Yet they often reach a plateau or stumbling
block and realize they need some sort of external help.

u Entrepreneurs often learn what they need to grow from other

entrepreneurs.

u

Building the Team
u Bringing on people with skill sets that both complement and replicate

their own expertise is one of the most important things second-stage
entrepreneurs can do.

u To continue growing their business, second-stagers have to stop being

technicians and start functioning as the company’s visionary and coach.
Learning to delegate is not easy, nor is getting the right people on the bus
and in the right seats.

u Second-stagers often try to promote loyal employees who have been with

them since day one, but not everyone can grow at the same speed the
company does

Not all entrepreneurs are alike:
The 4 phases of second stage
Edward Lowe Foundation
u

Growing the List
u This phase is about creating strategic plans, processes and organizational

structure in order to scale the company profitably.
u New opportunities to find efficiencies are created or developed.
u

u

Developing supply chain relationships, or acquiring part of supply chain.

Focused Opportunities
u As second-stage entrepreneurs become more strategic, they get better at

recognizing specific opportunities to take advantage of — which can
include anything from acquiring another company to expanding their
product line.

Second-stagers need different types of assistance at different times. As
they move through second stage, CEOs usually begin to seek more
targeted help — although the need for peer learning remains a constant.

Business Stages and Job Creation
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Helping Companies Get to Stage 2 and
Beyond
u

Access to Data and Specialists
u

Helping to find new markets

u

Helping to use existing customer and sales data to
better understand customers and target new ones

u

Leverage online and traditional marketing

u

Access to Capital for Expansion

u

Staffing Assistance, Right People in Right Job

u

Facilitate Networking with Other late stage-1 and stage-2
entrepreneurs.
u

Making stage 3 and later available.

Focus on Nurturing
Start-ups through Stage 2

Keep in mind…
Late Stage 1 and Stage 2 Companies
Need Different Help than Startup’s.
Q&A
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